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FULL MOON in GEMINI 
 

Musings for Gemini and something about miracles 

 
 
Gemini is a mutable (changeable flexible) air sign and is yang or masculine in quality. In 

the sky the two most visible stars in Gemini are the binary suns Castor and Pollux.  

Castor and Pollux represent the twins that we are... the twins or polarities we are 

reconciling within ourselves on the path to integration and wholeness. This involves the 

bringing together of such polarities as human and divine, body and soul, masculine and 

feminine, emotions and mind etc. This is one of the keynotes of Gemini and we can see 

this in Mercury one of the rulers of Gemini. Mercury is the messenger of the gods and is 

the quick flowing connector who often represents our soul and who facilitates bringing 

our human and spiritual selves together. This process can also be seen in Venus-

another ruler of Gemini. Venus (Ray5) is the practical scientist who brings our polarised 

natures together in a process of loving deep alchemy. 

This practical mystical blending of the opposites can occur through miraculous quick and 

rapid changes and transformations or they can be hard earned miracles achieved 

through meditation, study and service. In my experience the latter is the way to prepare 

ourselves for the former. It’s important I think to see them both as miracles, rather like 

twins operating as either a hare or a tortoise. This is similar to the tantric Buddhist 

concepts of the tantric way and the sutra way. In the tantric path the spiritual energies 

are visualised and absorbed into the self and in the sutra way we are on the path 

working our way towards those spiritual goals. Most teachers say that some knowledge 

and experience of the sutra path is of prime importance before attempting the tantric 

processes. So let’s value the miracles of life whether they or fast or slow and appreciate 

what they both bring. 

The full moon in Gemini is also called the Festival of Humanity or the Festival of 

Goodwill. At this time we gather all the energies that have been building over the past 

two full moons (Aries- the festival of the resurrection and Taurus/Wesak - the festival of 

Initiation) and we distribute them for the good of all human kind. If it feels right for you to 

come to this evening, it would be great to share the ideas discussed here further, along 

with the sharing and distribution of the special energies of goodwill. 
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